
Learning goals

• Use the ideal gas law to provide a qualitative explanation for 
processes where gases move other parts of a system through 
mechanical forces

• Calculate the change in energy of a gas in situations where heat 
is transferred to a gas, but the gas also does work on its 
surroundings

• Explain why the first law of thermodynamics follows from the
conservation of energy

• Relate the work done by a system to the force exerted by that 
system and the displacement caused by that force.









Why?



Which of the following is an “explanation” for why the cup sucks 
up the liquid?

A) T↓ so V↓
B) P↓ so V↓
C) n↓ so P↓
D) n↓ so V↓
E) T↓ so P↓ 
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The picture shows gas in a cylinder 
with a movable piston on top. There is 
no air outside the cylinder.  Heat 10J 
flows into the gas via a burner at the 
bottom, causing the piston to move 
0.1m upwards. If the piston plus the 
weight on top have a mass of 1kg, by 
roughly how much does the energy of 
the gas change during this process?

A) 0J B) +1J C) +9J D)+10J E)+11J
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In the second picture, the hand exerts a constant 10N force 
opposing the expansion of the gas. The person uses up 2J of 
energy in order to exert this force. We can say that the work done 
by the gas is

A) Greater in the second case
B) Less in the second case
C) The same in the second case 
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